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Abstract 
Let f (x ,  . . . . .  x.) ~- V/EF A,E1 Xi and ~(Xl ..... Xn) = VIEG A iEl Xi be a pair of dual monotone 
irredundant disjunctive normal forms, where F and G are the sets of the prime implicants of 
f and 9, respectively. For a variable xi, i = 1 . . . . .  n, let #i = #{I E F[i E 1}/IFI and vi = 
#{I E Gli E I}/[G I be the frequencies with which xi occurs in f and 9. It is easily seen that 
max{#~, v~ . . . . .  /~,, v,}/> 1/log(IF [ + IG[). We give examples of arbitrarily large F and G for 
which the above bound is tight up to a factor of 2. 
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1. Introduction 
Let f = f (x l  . . . . .  x,) and 9 =- g(xl . . . . .  x,) be a pair of monotone Boolean functions 
given by their irredundant disjunctive normal forms: 
/=V Ax. g= V 
IEF i@l IqG iEl 
where F and G are the sets of the prime (-- minimal) implicants I C_{ 1 . . . . .  n} of f and 
9, respectively. It is well known that if f and g are mutually dual, i.e., f (x l  . . . .  , x , )  = 
~9(-~xl . . . . .  ~x , )  for all (xl .... ,x,) E {0, 1} ", then F or G contains an implicant of 
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only logarithmic size 
min{[I[ : I E FU  G}~< log(IF [ + Ial) (1) 
(see e.g. [3, p. 310]; see also [1]). It is also well known that any dual monotone DNFs 
f and 9 satisfy the conditions 
I n J ¢ O for any l E F and J E G, 
for otherwise there exist disjoint implicants I E F and J E G, and then f (x l  . . . . .  xn) = 
9(~xl . . . . .  ~xn) = 1 for the characteristic vector x of I. 
Assume that f and g are not constant, i.e., [FlIal/> 1, and let 
#{ IEF[  iE I}  #{ IEG[  iE I}  
I~i= IF[ and vi= [G[ 
be the frequencies with which variable xi, i E {1 . . . . .  n}, occurs in f and 9, respec- 
tively. From (1) and the fact that any implicants from F and G have a non-empty 
intersection it follows that any pair of dual DNFs f and # contains a variable of 
logarithmically high frequency 
1 
max{#1, vl. . . . .  #n, vn} I> log(lFI + Ial)" (2) 
Equivalently, if F and G is a pair of transversal hypergraphs (= mutually blocking 
clutters), then either F contains a vertex of degree >>.[FI/log(IFI + Ial), or a has a 
vertex of degree i> Ial/ log(If l  + Ial). 
Fredman and Khachiyan [2] used (2) to show that the duality of any monotone 
DNFs f and 9 can be tested in quasi-polynomial time 2 p°lyl°g(IFl+lGI). Here we give 
examples of arbitrarily large dual monotone DNFs for which both bounds (1) and (2) 
are tight up to a factor of 2: 
Proposition. There exist dual monotone irredundant DNFs f and 9 with arbitrarily 
lar9 e IF[ and [G[ such that 
min{llI " 1 E F U G)/> log(IFI + Ial) 
2 
and 
2 
max{kq, vl . . . . .  tin, vn} ~< l tlog" IF[ + I~1)' " "  
In the remainder of this note we prove the proposition by using monotone Boolean 
formulae that correspond to binary A, V-alternating trees. It should be noted that A, V- 
alternating trees can also be used to derive an ([FI + [G[) aO°g(IFl+lGI)) lower bound on 
the running time of the first of the two duality testing algorithm suggested by Fredman 
and Khachiyan [2]. The second of these algorithm runs in time (IF[ + [G[) °(l°g(IFl+lGI)) 
for any f and 0. 
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2. Alternating trees 
Let fk  be the monotone Boolean function of n(k) = 22k-1 variables defined by the 
recurrence 
f l  = Xl V x2, 
f2 = (xl V x2)(x 3 k/x4) k/(x 5 V x6)(x 7 ~/x8) , 
f k+l = f k(Xl, ...,xn(k))f k(xn(k)+x . . . . .  x2n¢k)) V 
fk(x2.(k)+l . . . . .  X3.(k))fk(x3.¢k)+l . . . . .  X4n(k)). 
Denote by Fk the set of all prime implicants of  fk. Clearly, [F11 = 2, [F2] = 2 • 2 2 . . . . .  
[Fk+ll-----2[Fk[ 2, which implies 
[Fk [=2 2~-1, k= 1,2 .... 
Next, let p(k) = #1 . . . . .  p.(k) be the frequency with which each variable xi occurs 
in the irredundant disjunctive normal form of fk. Since the size of  any prime implicant 
of fk is 2 k- l ,  it follows that 2 k-1 = g(k)n(k) ,  and consequently p(k) = 2 -k. 
The dual functions gk are defined by the dual recurrence: 
gl = XlX2~ 
Y2 = (XlX2 k/X3X4)(X5X6 k/X7X8) , 
gk + l = (gk(xl  . . . . .  xn(k ) ) k~ gk(Xn(k )+ l . . . . .  X2n(k ) ) )(gk(X2n(k )+ l . . . . .  X3n(k ) ) k/ 
gk (X3n(k )+ 1 . . . . .  X4n(k ))). 
Denoting by Gk the set of  all prime implicants of 9k, we obtain IGll = 1, IG21--22 . . . . .  
IGk+l[ = (2[Gkl) 2. This gives 
IGk[ = ½1&l = 22k-2, k = 1,2 .... 
We also have II[ = 2 e for any prime implicant I E Gk. Therefore, each variable xi 
occurs in 9k with frequency v(k) = vl . . . . .  vn{k) = 2 -k+l. Hence, 
max{p(k), v(k)} = max{p1, vl .... , #.(k), v.(k)} = 1/min{lll I E Fk tO Gk} 
= ~-k+l _< 2 _ 2 
"~ 2 k + log(3/4) log(lFkl + ]Gkl)" 
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